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Purpose: In 3D gradient echo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), strong field gradients B0macro are

visually observed at air/tissue interfaces. At low spatial resolution in particular, the respective field

gradients lead to an apparent increase in intravoxel dephasing, and subsequently, to signal loss or

inaccurate R�
2 estimates. If the strong field gradients are measured, their influence can be removed by

postprocessing.

Methods: Conventional corrections usually assume a linear phase evolution with time. For high

macroscopic gradient inhomogeneities near the edge of the brain and at the paranasal sinuses, how-

ever, this assumption is often broken. Herein, we explored a novel model that considers both linear

and stochastic dependences of the phase evolution with echo time in the presence of weak and strong

macroscopic field inhomogeneities. We tested the performance of the model at large field gradients

using simulation, phantom, and human in vivo studies.

Results: The performance of the proposed approach was markedly better than the standard correction

method, providing a correction equivalent to that of the conventional approach in regions with high sig-

nal to noise ratio (SNR > 10), but appearing more robust in regions with low SNR (SNR < 4).

Conclusion: The proposed technique shows promise to improve R�
2 measurements in regions of

large susceptibilities. The clinical and research applications still require further investigation. © 2017

American Association of Physicists in Medicine [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.12318]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by means of

T�
2 relaxometry is becoming an increasingly useful tool in a

number of clinical and research applications. The effective

transverse relaxation rate R�
2ð1=T

�
2Þ characterizes static mag-

netic field variations at the mesoscopic level,1,2 which can be

associated with local concentrations of paramagnetic macro-

molecules that may reveal the physiology of disordered brain

function.3 R�
2 is one of the principal determinants of image

contrast in gradient echo-based sequences (GRE) and consti-

tutes the basis for many MRI applications, such as suscepti-

bility-weighted imaging (SWI) and quantitative susceptibility

mapping (QSM) for accurate brain,4–6 heart,7 and liver8 iron

assessment. It is also applied for blood oxygenation

level-dependent (BOLD) studies,9,10 as well as for dynamic

susceptibility contrast MRI,11,12 cerebral venous blood vol-

ume measurement,13 and detection of brain abnormalities,

such as multiple sclerosis.14 At high field (≥ 3T), susceptibil-

ity-induced macroscopic field inhomogeneities, or

macroscopic field gradients (B0macro), increase the intravoxel

dephasing in GRE MRI, leading to an apparent increase in

the signal decay. The presence of B0macro leads to regions of

no or low signal and inaccurate R�
2 quantification, which is

regionally dependent and limits the reliability of the diagnos-

tic interpretation of increased signal decay.

Numerous preprocessing and postprocessing methods

have been proposed to correct for B0macro intravoxel dephas-

ing. Preprocessing techniques aim to correct the magnitude

data or compensate for B0macro by manipulating the slice

selection gradient15 or radiofrequency pulses.16 Postprocess-

ing techniques aim to remove the influence of the field gradi-

ent by estimating the extent of intravoxel dephasing. For 2D

GRE imaging, Seara and Wehrli17 proposed an iterative post-

processing technique to correct for the generated Sinc modu-

lation by including a linear dephasing gradient in the slice

direction. Their method was further optimized by Dahnke

et al.18 and Zeng et al.,19 who introduced a point spread func-

tion method to correct the image distortion that occurs in

echo planar imaging (EPI); however, this technique requires
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an additional phase encoding acquisition. More complex

analysis of the signal behavior generated by nonlinear spatial

gradient inhomogeneities was investigated by Yang et al.3

They derived an analytical solution to correct for the quadra-

tic gradient through each slice and demonstrated that their

technique is of particular importance for low resolution imag-

ing (where the slice thickness is much greater than the in-

plane resolution). Hernando et al.20 introduced a method to

correct for macroscopic field inhomogeneities in the presence

of fat, whereby they used a third-order polynomial to model

the field variations while the modulation term was calculated

numerically. Lastly, Yablonskiy et al.2 introduced the voxel

spread function model, based on linear gradient evolution

across the voxel to correct for the magnetic field inhomogene-

ity in quantitative GRE imaging.

In regions with high signal to noise ratio (SNR) and low

susceptibility, such as the center of the brain, the algorithms

mentioned above remove field inhomogeneity variation arti-

facts from the R�
2 maps. In regions with low SNR and high

susceptibility artifacts, however, such as near the paranasal

sinuses, most algorithms fail or overcorrect the images. This is

likely due to either the choice of the field variation model

across the image voxels or the phase evolution as a function of

echo times. Regarding the first problem, the ideal combination

of the polynomial fit order and the number of voxel neighbors

reduces the fitting noise and consequently increases the accu-

racy of correction. Previous studies have shown that the

choices of voxel neighbors and fit order are strongly dependent

on the image resolution.2,20 As such, blindly increasing these

parameters may lead to fitting noise rather than increasing

accuracy. Regarding the phase evolution, all of these methods

assume that the phase evolves linearly as a function of time.

Zeng et al.,19 however, used simulation and in vivo studies to

demonstrate that the linear assumption is broken in the pres-

ence of a large field gradient, which is in agreement with our

observations of images produced using a 3T MRI, where the

effect of susceptibility-induced B0macro is expected to be

worse. To the best of our knowledge, none of the models pro-

posed to date account for the observed change in phase evolu-

tion with time.21 We hypothesize that the observed

overcorrection, e.g., near the paranasal sinuses, is due to the

linear phase evolution assumption being broken. Hence, the

phase loses linearity, appears random, and evolves without fol-

lowing any known nonlinear model (quadratic, cubic, or high-

order behavior). Consequently, the phase jump may be difficult

to detect and to correct for.

In this work, we re-examine the influence of macroscopic

field inhomogeneities on multi-echo GRE signal formation,

and propose an analytical mixed model solution for accurate

phase dispersion estimation over echo time, which takes into

account both linear and stochastic temporal phase behaviors.

The linear part of the model utilizes the same approximation

described in previous works,17,18 whereas the stochastic com-

ponent is based on the principles of random walk theory,22–26

which allows accurate quantitative correction in the presence

of extremely large field gradients. This approach, referred to

as mixed model Sinc correction (MMSC), combines the

linear gradient behavior across an image voxel, and both lin-

ear and stochastic phase behavior as a function of echo time.

The proposed technique can be applied to a variety of GRE

pulse sequences used for acquiring quantitative images.

In the following section, we will briefly review the funda-

mental principles of linear correction models, which assume a

linear evolution of phase with time. For a more complete

description, we refer interested readers to Refs. [1,2,17]. The

theory will then be expanded to consider a stochastic phase

evolution with time; we also introduce a new method enabling

accurate field map generation. The proposed approach will be

validated using simulation, experimental phantom, and in vivo

studies. A comparison with the noniterative 3D linear Sinc cor-

rection (LSC) method17,18 is also provided.

2. THEORY

The MRI signal in a 3D gradient echo experiment for a

given nth voxel acquired in the presence of inhomogeneous

magnetic field DBn that is assumed to be equivalent through

all vector position directions r~can be written as:

Snðk;TENÞ ¼

Z þ1

�1

qnðr~;TENÞ � expf�2ipkr~g

� Fnðr~;TENÞdr~ (1)

where qnðr~;TENÞ is the ideal signal decay in the absence of

field inhomogeneities, N is the echo number, and TE is the

echo time. Fnðr~;TENÞ ¼ expð�iD/ðr~;TENÞÞ describes the

signal loss due to the macroscopic DBnðr~Þ inhomogeneities

and the k-Space is defined conventionally as:

2pkx ¼ cGx tx 2pky ¼ cGy ty 2pkz ¼ cGz tz (2)

where Gx and Gy are the phases encoding and Gz the read-out,

t(x, y, z) is the duration of the gradients, and c is the gyromag-

netic ratio. Assuming a linear phase evolution as a function of

time, the spatial phase shift D/nðr~;TENÞ can be described by

a kth order function across an image voxel as follows:

D/nðr~;TENÞ ¼ icDTEN

X

k

K¼0

ak�K rk�K (3)

where a is the field map fit coefficients, k is the fit order, and

r is the 3D spatial resolution. DTEN is the echo time differ-

ence between the Nth echo and the first echo. In a case where

the echo time spacing is fixed, we substitute DTEN with N.

DTE where DTE is the echo time spacing. The MRI signal

can then be rewritten as follows:

Snðk;TENÞ ¼

Z þ1

�1

qnðr~;TENÞ

� exp �2ipkr~þ icNDTE
X

k

K¼0

ak�Kr
k�K

( )

dr~

(4)

2.A. Random temporal phase evolution

Macroscopic field inhomogeneities distort the MRI signal

in two ways.27 Firstly, they can introduce errors when
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encoding frequency position during the read-out gradient.

This artifact is similar to the chemical shift misregistration

observed in the presence of ferromagnetic materials in both

spin-echo and GRE sequences. We consider this artifact neg-

ligible, however, and its correction not essential for our data.

Secondly, if GRE sequences are used, spatial variations in

magnetic susceptibility may induce intrinsic magnetic field

gradients across image voxels. By applying a radio frequency

(RF) pulse, sample protons are brought into synchronous pre-

cession, referred to as ‘in phase state’. After the RF pulse is

switched off, the spinning protons subjected to larger gradi-

ents lose phase coherence faster than other protons, leading

to image distortion near the air-containing nasal cavity and

brain edges.4,27 This artifact is notably severe in the phase-

encode direction and may be removed using different tech-

niques.19 We should keep in mind that the spatial distortion is

more often present in EPI sequences than in normal multi-

echo GRE sequences. Conversely, fast signal decay across

time remains the main characteristic artifact of quantitative

GRE images, and it becomes greater with increasing echo

delay after the first RF pulse. This can be explained by the

fact that the cumulative loss of phase coherence increases

continually and linearly. A linear approximation of dephasing

is therefore sufficient for correction. Beyond a certain echo

time and in regions subject to large susceptibility differences

and low SNR, our simulation and in vivo results suggest that

the linear trend of phase evolution may be lost. This is consis-

tent with the conclusions drawn by Zeng et al.19 and Yablon-

skiy et al.2 On late echoes, sample protons quickly revert to

spinning in random orientation, making the phase behavior

appear random. This could be explained by the total loss of

phase coherence after a certain delay, with resulting signal

loss. Once the protons reach this irreversible random phase

state, the phase continues to evolve stochastically with large

variation in frequency precessions.

As mentioned earlier, a number of techniques have been

proposed to overcome these artifacts present in GRE images.

Nevertheless, these techniques have indirectly attempted to

solve solely image spatial distortion problems by focusing

only on the gradient shape across image voxels (linear, quad-

ratic, etc.). Assuming a linear phase evolution regardless of

the gradient amplitude allows only for spatial pixel shift cor-

rection and leads inevitably to local signal overcorrection. To

accurately account for the fast signal decay with time, which

is the main artifact, we should use intrinsic spatial gradient

information in conjunction with the temporal phase shift

trend. One should keep in mind that the phase has been

shown to have a quadratic component in vessels with signifi-

cant flow and voxels containing multiple water compart-

ments.28,29 Although the concerned phase shift remains

negligible and observable at TE > 100 ms,28 it can be

included in our theoretical framework.

To extend the model further, let us consider that the phase

evolution can be described as a combination of linear and

random components. We therefore introduce a weighted

mixed model that takes into account both linear and stochas-

tic phase behaviors as a function of echo time:

/nðr~;TENÞ ¼ /nðr~;TE1Þ þ lLnD/nðr~;TENÞ

þ lRn enðr~;TENÞ (5)

The linear term D/nðr~;TENÞ depicts constant and linear

cumulative loss in phase coherence resulting in small signal

loss. In contrast, the random term enðr~;TENÞ characterizes a
stochastic and faster dephasing, which results in overall sig-

nal loss. lLn and lRn denote the linear and random coefficients,

respectively. Similar to the homogeneity factor, which charac-

terizes the exponential x-ray beam decay, we define the factor

‘H’ as follows:

H ¼
SðTE3

4
NÞ

SðTE1Þ
(6)

where TE3
4
N represents the echo times taken by the magnitude

signal to decay by three-quarters. They can be calculated

using the following formula:

TE3
4
N ¼ �

lnð3=4Þ

R�
2

(7)

This parameter enables us to assess signal decay quality as

a function of B0macro inhomogeneities. Based on gray matter

R�
2 values reported in the literature,4,30 TE3

4
N was found to be

approximately equal to 16 ms. The linear and random factors

are therefore defined for a given voxel as:

lLn ¼ 1

lRn ¼ 0

�

if H[

1

2
else

lLn ¼ 0

lRn ¼ 1

�

(8)

when H ≤ 0.5, the signal loses its natural exponential decay

and decays much faster than usual, suggesting the presence

of large susceptibility differences. When the field gradient

inhomogeneities are small ðlLn ¼ 1& lRn ¼ 0Þ, the linear

term D/nðr~;TENÞ � enðr~;TENÞ dominates the phase evolu-

tion and Fnðr~;TENÞ is well approximated using a linear rela-

tionship.2,17 As the field gradient inhomogeneities become

larger (lLn ¼ 0 and lR = 1), however, the linear term no longer

dominates the phase evolution. The linear relationship no

longer holds19 and the phase jump appears stochastic, until

eventually the random component dominates D/nðr~;TENÞ
� enðr~;TENÞ and the phase behavior appears random. The lLn
and lRn coefficients act like a binary mask that splits the brain

into two regions, allowing an appropriate phase modeling, and

consequently, an adequate correction. Instead of the conven-

tional assumption of linear phase evolution with time regard-

less of field gradient severity, we use the principles of random

walk theory to devise a model describing the phase shift based

on the expected temporal variance of the phase dispersion

rnðr~;TENÞ, which can be described as:

rnðr~;TENÞ
2 ¼ ½h/nðr~;TENÞ

2i � h/nðr~;TENÞi
2� (9)

where h/nðr~;TENÞi denotes the mean value of the phase sig-

nal in time, which tends to the mean value of the phase over

echo time /nðr~;TENÞ. Analogous to random walk, the mean

value /nðr~;TENÞ may be equal to the initial phase value (ac-

quired at N = 1), which means that the probability of finding

a voxel phase with a certain value after N echoes is centered
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at /nðr~;TE1Þ. Naturally, however, the probability distribution

widens with increasing numbers of echoes. Because

/nðr~;TENÞ is a constant value for each voxel, removing it

from the final analytical solution may introduce a constant

signal shift over echo times; however, this shift does not

affect the signal decay parameters ðR�
2Þ. As such, the

expected phase variance can be rewritten as:

rnðr~;TENÞ
2 ¼ h/nðr~;TENÞ

2i

¼
XN

i¼0

XN

j¼0
ðhxi;nxj;ni � d/nðr~;DTEÞ

2Þ

(10)

where xi,j determines the phase variations in time relative to

the mean phase value h/nðr~;TENÞi, d/nðr~;DTEÞ is the mean

phase step over time, which can be calculated using Eq. (3),

and (i, j) = 0, 1, 2, 3. . .N. To simplify the theory further, the

coefficients xi,j are defined as:

hxi;nxj;ni ¼
0; i 6¼ j

bn; i ¼ j

�

(11)

Thus,

X

N

i¼0

X

N

j¼0

ðhxi;nxj;niÞ ¼ N � bn (12)

The coefficient bn can be described using different

approaches. In 1D random walk theory, bn calculation is

based on the values that xi,j can take. Conventionally

xi,j2[�1,1], and consequently bn will tend to be 1. Based on

our simulation, experimental phantom, and in vivo studies,

however, the phase variations over echo time are larger and

consequently, the xi,j interval becomes wider. The xi,j coeffi-

cients are therefore defined as:

xi;n ¼ ½�an; an�
xi;n ¼ xj;n

�

and

an ¼ abs
Maxð/nðr~;TE2!NÞÞ

/nðr~;TE1Þ

� � (13)

Thus,

bn ¼ h½1; 2; . . .janj�i (14)

where Maxð/nðr~;TENÞÞ denotes the maximum value of the

phase signal over echo time. As highlighted earlier, bn can be

calculated using other methods. In the algebra of random

variables,26 for steps distributed according to any distribution

with zero mean and a finite variance (not necessarily a nor-

mal distribution), the coefficients bn can be approximated by

the standard deviation of the temporal phase distribution.

Nevertheless, introducing additional complex statistical cal-

culations can be computationally intensive for a small bene-

fit. In statistical physics,24,31 bn can be approximated by the

temporal mean of phase jump, which provides a slightly

lower value but remains a simple alternative.

Finally, we can describe the phase shift over the echo time

in the presence of small and large DBnðr~Þ inhomogeneities as

a function of the echo number and bn, as follows:

/nðr~;TENÞ � /nðr~;TE1Þ ¼ lLnD/nðr~;TENÞ

þ lRn enðr~;TENÞ

¼ ðlLnNþ lRn ðNbnÞ
1=2Þ

� d/nðr~;DTEÞ (15)

2.B. Signal correction

The MRI signal can be computed as the inverse Fourier

transform (IFT) of the signal Sn(k; TEN):

Snðr~;TENÞ ¼
1

Vn

Z

k

Snðk;TENÞ � expf2ipkr~gdk (16)

where kx,y,z = 2p/cGx,y,z, Vn = LxLyLz is the voxel volume,

and L is the voxel dimension. In order to obtain the analytical

IFT expression of the k-space signal, we use some approxi-

mations that are valid in high-resolution MRI.2,32–34 The first

approximation assumes that the signal magnitude varies

slightly across the voxels. We substitute it with the averaged

values across a given voxel:

qnðr~;TENÞ ! hqðr~;TENÞin ! qnðTENÞ (17)

The second approximation considers that the signal is

described by a rectangular function across the voxel dimen-

sions, which reduces the integral in Eq. (1). The IFT of the

signal Sn(k; TEN) after applying the mentioned approxima-

tion can be written as:

SnðTENÞ ¼
1

Vn

qnðTENÞ

Z þLr=2

�Lr=2
expf�icðlLnN

þ lRn ðNbnÞ
1=2Þd/nðr~;DTEÞgdr~ (18)

Therefore,

SnðTENÞ ¼
1

Vn

qnðTENÞ

Z þLr=2

�Lr=2

exp �icDTE
X

k

K¼0

ak�Kr
k�KðlLnNþ lRn ðNbnÞ

1=2Þ

( )

dr~

(19)

The third approximation considers that the distribution

of the field inhomogeneities evolves slowly through the

image voxel. The field gradient, coefficient ak-K in Eq. (3)

in our approach, can therefore be computed from the field

map by setting k = 1 (first-order fit). Thus, when relying

on the central difference approximation for field gradient

estimates from the in-plane gradients, the remaining arti-

facts are observed after correction.2,32,33 Existing solutions

based on field map extrapolation beyond air/tissue inter-

faces19 or including the through-plane gradients have been

demonstrated to improve the field characterization, but

these may still lead to inaccurate field estimates and are

computationally expensive. We previously introduced a new

method to compute the intravoxel gradient as a combination

of in-plane and through-plane gradients based on a

through-plane projection into the in-plane direction, which
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provides a more accurate gradient approximation with

greater robustness to edge artifacts.33 The MRI signal with

a linear approximation of the field gradient across the voxel

can therefore be described as:

SnðTENÞ ¼
1

Vn

qnðTENÞ

Y

r

Lrsinc
c

2
DTEðlLnNþ lRn ðNbnÞ

1=2Þ � a1;n;rLr

� �

(20)

An additional complication arises because the macro-

scopic field gradient ak-K can cause voxel dimension distor-

tion (unless the imaging gradient Gx,y,z is much stronger).9,10

In this case, the voxel dimensions must be modified as the

true voxel dimensions are no longer Lr, but wnLr,
7,15 where:

wn ¼
Gx;y;z

Gx;y;z þ ak�K

(21)

Finally, we can describe the MRI signal decay modulated

with the 3D Sinc function using both linear approximation

and random walk theory to calculate the analytical phase dis-

persions over echo time as:

SnðTENÞ¼
1

Vn

qnðTENÞ

Y

r

Lrsinc
c

2
DTEðlLnNþlRn ðNbnÞ

1=2Þ � a1;n;rwnLr

� �

(22)

To solve this equation and correct for the signal decay

caused by the 3D Sinc function modulation, as well as both

linear and stochastic phase evolution as a function of echo

time, we determine the Sinc function parameters and we

divide the image signal by the proposed analytical modula-

tion. We should keep in mind that this approach does not take

into consideration the signal phase shift at TE = 0 that results

from the RF field inhomogeneities, which is negligible and

not essential to correction.

2.C. Weighted field map computation

Conventionally, the phase data are fitted linearly and the

field map is calculated by the slope of the fit.18 Herein, we

propose a new approach to compute the field map. The field

map is computed as the temporal mean of the unwrapped

phase signal tangents as functions of echo times, and

weighted by the signal intensity ratio. Similar to the first

approximation in Eq. (17), we assume that the phase signal

also varies slightly across the voxels. We substitute it with the

averaged values across a given voxel:

/nðr~;TEÞ ! h/ðr~;TEÞin ! /nðTEÞ (23)

The field map can be calculated as follows:

DBn ¼
D/nðDTEÞ

N � TE
¼

X

N

i¼1

ð/n;TE1 � /
n;TEiÞ

2piDTE
�Wi:n (24)

and

Wi:n ¼
SnðTEiÞ

P

N SnðTENÞ
(25)

where n is the voxel coordinates, N is the echo number, and

Sn(TEN) is the signal intensity of the magnitude data in the

image domain. Median and Gaussian filters were applied to

the weighted field map to reduce the noise in regions with

low SNR and remove some phase coil combination arti-

facts.13 As the field map values are weighted by the signal

intensity ratio Wi.n, the field estimation is more dependent on

the early echoes, which have a better SNR.35

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.A. Numerical phantom study

To test our hypothesis and proposed algorithm, we devel-

oped a numerical phantom, using customized Matlab scripts

(Math Works Inc., Natick, MA), to simulate the effect of

B0macro. The dataset used in the simulation was generated

using the digital brain MRI simulator36 developed at the

Montreal Neurological Institute (Quebec, Canada). It consists

of anatomical images segmented into disjointed special

masks or templates (one per tissue type). The MR brain prop-

erties T1, T
�
2 and PD (gray matter, white matter, and CSF)

were set to mimic our real brain data and used to simulate the

magnitude signal of a multigradient echo sequence using an

analytical solution to the Bloch equation:

SnðTENÞ ¼
Mn;0exp

�TEN

T
�

2

� �

sinðaÞ 1� exp �TR
T1

� �� �

1� cosðaÞexp �TR
T1

� �

(26)

where Mn,0 is the ideal signal free from the field gradient

inhomogeneities and is the flip angle. To evaluate the B0macro

effects in more detail and over a wider range than under the

experimental conditions, a total of 40 echoes were simulated

using the following sequence parameters: TR/TE1/DTE = 47/

1.23/1.23 ms, flip angle 10°, and 1 mm2 in-plane resolution

to limit the field variation across the pixel to a linear behav-

ior. Different degrees of field gradients were introduced by

taking a typical field map from an in vivo experiment on a 3T

scanner. Corrupted magnitude data were subsequently calcu-

lated using Eq. (26) multiplied by the function Fnðr~;TENÞ,
which describes the signal loss due to B0macro. The phase

images were then simulated according to Eq. (5), using the

first phase image of the in vivo field map and modeling the

phase noise that depends on the simulated image magnitude

as follows:

vphase ¼
1

SNRMagnitude

(27)

where vphase denotes the introduced phase noise. Equa-

tion (27) indicates that voxels with high SNR produce low

errors in phase measurement, whereas error in the phase
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measurement is large for voxels with low SNR. Errors in the

phase maps translate directly to signal loss within voxels.19

The weighted field map was computed from the simulated

phase images according to Eq. (24), and the 3D LS and 3D

MMS corrections were performed on the corrupted magni-

tude images. The computed R�
2 maps were then compared to

the true R�
2 values known beforehand. In order to evaluate

the qualitative aspect, the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) is

evaluated. The SSIM index can be viewed as a visual qual-

ity measure of the simulated images compared to the refer-

ence one.37

3.B. Experimental phantom and in vivo studies

All phantom and in vivo scans were performed on a 3T

Magnetom Trio (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)

using a 32-channel phased array coil. Phantom and in vivo

images were acquired with a 3D bipolar multigradient echo

sequence. Thirty-two echoes were acquired with TR/TE1/

DTE = 47/1.23/1.23 ms, flip angle = 8°, 1.6 mm3 isotropic

resolution, a matrix size of 136 9 136 9 112, Grappa paral-

lel imaging with acceleration factor of two, and phase partial

Fourier sampling factor of 6/8. The weighted field map was

computed from the phase and used as input into the 3D LS

and 3D MMS corrections. The performance of the correction

algorithms was evaluated using a cylindrical phantom con-

taining five spheres filled with water doped with MnCl2–

4H2O in concentrations of 10, 20, 40, 70, or 120 mg per 1 L

of distilled water, in order to examine the linearity of the R�
2

value as a function of manganese concentration.38 To assess

the accuracy of our method, the GRE images from simula-

tion, phantom, and in vivo experiments were corrected using

our algorithm, which includes random walk theory to

describe random phase evolution as a function of echo time

and the noniterative version of a postprocessing technique

based only on linear phase evolution assumption, described

previously.17,18 In order to compute the R�
2 maps, we extended

the numerical trapezoidal integration described previously39

to utilize Simpson’s rule.40 Thus, the R�
2 maps were com-

puted from both corrected and noncorrected magnitude data,

as follows:

R�
2 ¼

SnðTE1Þ�SnðTENÞ

1
6
ðTEN�TE1Þ SnðTE1ÞþSnðTENÞþ 4Sn

TE1þTEN

2

� �h i

(28)

To further evaluate our approach to correcting field inho-

mogeneities on real human subjects, we chose 14 samples

from scanned in vivo data suffering from big signal loss in

the paranasal sinuses region and especially in gray matter/air

interfaces, and then we corrected the data using both LSC

and MMSC. Regions of interest (ROIs) drawn from the

selected 14 in vivo images near the paranasal sinuses region

where the field gradient is large (≥ 50 Hz/cm) after correction

with LSC and MMSC were compared with the R�
2 values of

ROIs drawn from the center of the brain, where the field

inhomogeneities are small (artifact-free or ideal R�
2).

4. RESULTS

Equation (22) provides an extended theoretical model to

account for phase behaviors as a function of echo times,

regardless of gradient amplitude. The proposed approach

cancels the effects of macroscopic field inhomogeneities

through a mixed model combination of the spatial linear

intravoxel gradient and its evolution as a function of time.

Figure 1 represents an example of data obtained from a

human subject. Figures 1(a) and 1(c) show magnitude images

acquired at short (TE = 1.23 ms) and long (TE = 30 ms)

echo times, respectively. A ROI is drawn in the presence of

low (ROI1: center of the brain) and high (ROI2: paranasal

sinuses region) field inhomogeneities. Figure 1(c) illustrates

the corresponding field map in Hertz, computed using

Eq. (24). Figure 1(d) shows a linear ðlLn Þ and random ðlRn Þ
coefficient distribution map, which indicates brain regions

corrected either with linear [Eq. (3)] or random approxima-

tions [Eq. (11)]. Figure 2 plots an example of unwrapped

temporal phase signal histograms from in vivo data and simu-

lation (100 samples). Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show results in

the region with small (ROI1) and high (ROI2) field inhomo-

geneity, respectively. Figure 2(c) illustrates how the phase

behaves as a function of echo times for one voxel at the very

edge of the brain (ROI2). The phase evolution was classified

into two time-dependent regimes, linear for TE < 15 ms and

random beyond.

In Fig. 3, we present results of a simulation study obtained

using a numerical brain phantom. In order to assess the per-

formance of algorithms over a wider range than that available

under experimental conditions, the data were corrupted by

introducing a severe field gradient across image voxels

(> 100 Hz/cm).

Figure 4 shows the resulting R�
2 maps obtained in the

phantom study without correction and after correction using

LSC or MMSC, respectively. The arrows indicate regions

suffering from high macroscopic field inhomogeneities

around spherical air bubbles and near phantom edges.

In Fig. 5, R�
2 values in Hertz are plotted as a function of

MnCl2 concentrations in mg/L within the phantom spheres,

before and after correction using both LSC and MMSC,

respectively. Figure 6 presents boxplots of R�
2 values from 14

human subjects. A ROI drawn in the paranasal sinuses (gray

and white matter) region shows a large field gradient

(≥ 50 Hz/cm) after correction using LSC and MMSC,

whereas the R�
2 values of a ROI drawn in the center of the

brain show small field inhomogeneities (artifact-free or ideal

R�
2). To locally evaluate the LSC and MMSC techniques, dif-

ferent brain volumes were derived from the MPRAGE image

using in-house software based on variational expectation-

maximization tissue classification.41 The following regions

were automatically segmented: whole-brain white matter

(WM), cortical gray matter (GM), thalamus, basal ganglia

(caudate, putamen, and globus pallidus), and cerebellar WM

and GM. Figure 7 shows the distribution of T�
2 (1/R�

2) his-

tograms in the above-mentioned segmented brain regions.

Figure 8(a) presents a R�
2 map without any corrections for the
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macroscopic field inhomogeneity. One can clearly observe

the R�
2 overestimation in the paranasal sinuses region, where

the field gradient is high, as well as near the brain edges. Fig-

ures 8(b) and 8(c) show R�
2 maps corrected using LSC and

MMSC, respectively.

5. DISCUSSION

The simulation and in vivo studies presented in this

work demonstrate the main features of the proposed

method. Susceptibility-induced macroscopic field inhomo-

geneity artifacts increase with increasing echo time (Fig. 1).

The presence of air, which has a low susceptibility due to

its low density,27 produces a large susceptibility difference

at the tissue interfaces. An additional significant

susceptibility difference may be created between the gray

matter and skull. Areas subjected to severe field gradients

suffer from image distortion and faster signal loss with

echo time. In Fig. 1(c), one can clearly observe that large

frequency shifts (|DB| > 40 Hz) are highly present in

regions near the paranasal sinuses and at the very edge of

the brain. Nevertheless, far from these regions, field inho-

mogeneities are negligible (e.g., center of the brain). Based

on this information, in conjunction with signal quality

decay as a function of time, the proposed algorithm splits

the brain into two different regions depending on the cor-

rection to be applied. MMSC applies a random phase

approximation to regions near the paranasal sinus cavity

and the brain extremities, which is in good agreement with

the field gradient distribution shown in the corresponding

FIG. 1. Example of data obtained from a single human subject. GRE magnitude images are acquired at short (a) and long (b) echo times to highlight the suscepti-

bility-induced macroscopic field inhomogeneities. (c) The corresponding field map (Hz), where strong field gradients are visually observed at air/tissue interfaces

(paranasal sinuses region) and near edges. (d) A linear ðlLn Þ and random ðlRn Þ distribution map, which splits brain into two regions and applies the corresponding

correction. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 2. Example of unwrapped temporal phase data obtained from a single human subject. Simulated and measured phase distribution histograms are shown in the pres-

ence of low (a) and high (b) macroscopic field gradient. (c) An example of voxel phase behavior as a function of time in the presence of high field inhomogeneities (voxel

within ROI2). It is clear that phase loses linearity after a certain time and behaves stochastically. The phase after N echoes is approximated using both linear (dashed with

cross markers red line) and random (solid green line) approaches. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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field map [Fig. 1(d)]. Elsewhere, MMSC utilizes a linear

approximation and applies the conventional correction.

In Fig. 2, evidence of random phase behavior in the pres-

ence of large field gradient inhomogeneities is presented.

Figure 2(a) plots the phase distribution histogram for the

ROI drawn in the center of the brain. Far from field inhomo-

geneities, the histogram appears narrow within a tight range,

indicating a small and steady temporal phase shift evolution.

In Fig. 2(b), the phase histogram appears wider and may be

fitted to a normal or a Gaussian distribution. This symmetri-

cal normal distribution about the mean phase typically char-

acterizes a random variable,25 which in our case represents

the temporal phase behavior. The simulations were in good

agreement with experimental measurements in both cases. In

the presence of a large macroscopic field gradient, the phase

evolves in a linear manner until a certain echo time. Unlike

what is conventionally thought, beyond this echo time limit,

the linear assumption is broken [Fig. 2(c)]. These results are

in agreement with those reported in Ref. [19]. Assuming a

simple linear phase evolution with time is no longer valid;

therefore, using a linear model to describe the phase behavior

(dashed with cross markers red line fit) overestimates the real

value of the temporal phase shift. As explained in the Theory

section above, to achieve an ideal correction, one should

FIG. 3. Simulation results of R�
2 maps corrected with LSC and MMSC. (a) Original R�

2 map (Hz), (b) Corrupted map without correction, (c and d) R�
2 map after

application of LSC and MMSC, respectively.

FIG. 4. (a) Phantom R�
2 map (Hz) without correction, (b) and (c) same map with LSC and MMSC correction, respectively. The arrows show regions suffering

from high macroscopic field inhomogeneities. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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correctly combine the spatial phase shift across a voxel,

which provides information about the spatial intensity distor-

tion, with the temporal phase shift, which characterizes gradi-

ent severity across time. Hence, MMSC partially based on

the random walk theory remains by far the best method, as it

describes precisely the temporal phase evolution (solid green

line fit) and provides an analytical solution for artifact

correction.

Figure 3 shows the simulated corrupted R�
2 map with a

severe gradient field before and after correction using the pre-

viously mentioned methods. By using a digital brain phantom

with reasonable quantitative values, our objective was to gen-

erate a sensible simulation study producing realistic artifacts.

Large gradient inhomogeneities were introduced in the fron-

tal sinus, superior frontal gyrus, and cingulate region. Despite

the lack of realism regarding the spatial field distribution, the

simulated artifact was identical to the real one. Without

correction, R�
2 is overestimated by more than 100%, and the

biological information and brain structures are lost. In the

center of the brain, where the field gradient is less than 2 Hz/

cm, both LSC and MMSC provide approximately the same

correction. In the presence of large field inhomogeneities,

however, LSC overestimates the correction and thus underes-

timates R�
2 values, whereas MMSC appears more robust and

provides a more accurate correction. The R�
2 map is corrected

with an accuracy of 4 Hz and the brain structures are well

recovered.

It is important to point out that in regions with high SNR

and in the absence of ferromagnetic metallic objects, quanti-

tative R�
2 correction remains small and can be achieved by

either method. Potentially, there is no benefit for correcting

such regions and any applied correction may introduce addi-

tional errors rather than improving the estimates. Conversely,

when the field gradient is large, the simulations showed that

the free induction decay signal (FID) drops abruptly with

large Sinc modulation when using the LSC model, which in

reality does not appear on magnitude data. Consequently, the

signal correction is overestimated and the R�
2 values are

underestimated. MMSC showed a moderated and uniform

FID exponential decay, which better reflects the susceptibil-

ity-induced signal drop seen in GRE images. In regions with

a large field gradient, the computed Structural SIMilarity

index (SSIM)37 remains under 0.7 when correcting data with

LSC; however, the index increases and becomes high (0.95–

1) when MMSC is applied. This enables us to conclude that,

in addition to the quantitative R�
2 parameter recovery, MMSC

also recovers the visual quality of the image structure, with

noise reduction affecting the qualitative aspects.

The presence of MnCl2 causes the signal to decay quickly

and the presence of air bubbles creates strong magnetic field

inhomogeneities, which leads to a substantial increase of R�
2

(Fig. 4). One can observe that R�
2 values are overestimated

near the phantom edges and around the air bubbles. A large

gradient artifact is observed on the right side of the phantom.

The LSC technique reduces field inhomogeneity artifacts in

regions with high SNR (SNR ≥ 10), but the correction leads

to R�
2 underestimation around the air bubbles. Phantom side

artifacts and near edge R�
2 overestimation are only partially

FIG. 5. R�
2 value (Hz) as a function of MnCl2 concentrations (mg/L) within the phantom spheres, before (a) and after correction with both LSC (b) and MMSC

(c). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 6. Boxplot of R�
2 values for 14 in vivo studies. ROI drawn in the parana-

sal sinuses region where the field gradient is large (≥ 50 Hz/cm) after correc-

tion with LSC and MMSC, compared with the R�
2 values of ROI drawn in the

center of the brain where the field inhomogeneities are small (artifact-free or

ideal R�
2). Lower and upper boundary lines are at the 25%/75% quantile, and

the central line and circle indicate the data median and mean values, respec-

tively. MMSC recovers the R�
2 values with high accuracy and less noise com-

pared to LSC method, which tends to underestimate the R�
2. [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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removed. MMSC provides a similar correction in regions

with high SNR and also provides a realistic correction in

regions with low SNR (SNR ≤ 4). Accounting for both intra-

voxel dephasing and temporal phase shift using our method

enables R�
2 overestimation to be substantially reduced within

the spheres and near the phantom edges, as well as reducing

the artifact visible on the left side of the phantom.

It is well known that R�
2 values increase linearly with

increasing MnCl2 concentration.38 We plot the mean R�
2

values against MnCl2 concentrations (Fig. 5). Without cor-

rection, poor linearity (R2 = 0.72) is observed between the

R�
2 estimates and MnCl2 concentration, especially for a con-

centration of 20 mg/L, which is a clear artifact. At low

concentrations, both corrections are similar and appear to

remove the R�
2 overestimation for the sphere containing

20 mg/L of MnCl2. With increasing MnCl2 concentrations

(≥ 40 mg/L), however, the LSC method results in larger

correction of the R�
2 estimate, which then loses the linear

relationship with MnCl2 concentration. Overall, this over-

correction does not enhance R�
2 linearity (R2 = 0.79), even

if a good correction is performed for small MnCl2

concentrations. In comparison with the MMSC method, the

proposed approach provides an optimal R�
2 correction and

maintains linearity at high MnCl2 concentrations, consider-

ably improving it (R2 = 0.97).

Similar to the phantom study, the presence of large macro-

scopic field gradient inhomogeneities in specific regions,

such as the paranasal sinuses, around the cingulate, and near

the brain edges (SNR ≤ 4), leads to image distortion and

temporal signal loss, which results in an overestimation of R�
2

values (Fig. 8). In the center of the brain (SNR ≥ 10), field

inhomogeneities are less significant and both LSC and

MMSC provide the same correction.

In Fig. 6, one can observe that without correction, the

quantitative R�
2 parameters are overestimated. In our in vivo

studies, the ideal R�
2 mean value was equal to 17.6 Hz, which

is not far from the values previously reported in the litera-

ture.4,30 These quantitative values increase by 100% in the

presence of severe susceptibility artifacts. MMSC performs

very well, yielding a mean R�
2 of 17.3 Hz, which is consistent

with values computed in homogeneous areas with an error of

less than 1%. As expected, LSC overcorrects the data and

FIG. 7. R�
2 histograms of segmented brain regions of the in vivo data of a single human subject, including the gray matter (GM), normal-appearing white matter

(NAWM), thalamus, caudate, putamen, and pallidum. MMSC removes the artifactual regions from all brain segments, particularly from the GM where air/tissue

interfaces are larger near the paranasal sinuses and frontal lobe (arrow). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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achieves a mean R�
2 of 9 Hz, thus underestimating the signal

by approximately 40%.

MMSC removes the artifactual regions from all segmented

brain parts, particularly the normal-appearing white matter

(NAWM) and GM histograms (Figs. 7 and 8, indicated by

arrows). LSC fails in this respect, however, because of the lin-

ear approximation of the phase behavior as a function of time

and the lack of information regarding the field gradient near

the brain edges.

The simulation and in vivo results showed difficulties in

estimating the field map in the presence of large susceptibil-

ity artifacts. The phase behaves linearly in the presence of a

low field gradient, but as soon as the field gradient increases,

the linearity is lost. In Ref. [2], it was suggested that only

FIG. 8. Example of in vivo data obtained from a single human subject. (a) Three representative slices of R�
2 map (Hz) without correction. (b) and (c) R�

2 maps

corrected using LSC and MMSC, respectively. The arrows show regions suffering from high macroscopic field inhomogeneities. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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short TE can be used for evaluation of the field map. We

believe, however, that accounting for echoes at long TEs may

add precious information concerning the severity of gradient

evolution with time. It is well known that large echo spacing

(DTE) and long repetition time (TR) may account for unde-

sired phase wraps and image quality degradation (low SNR).

In this work, we briefly introduced a weighted field map

method that provides accurate field map estimation, even in

the presence of low SNR and nonlinear phase behavior. The

approach provides a real-time computation regardless of the

number of echoes used. A description of the weighted field

map method is beyond the scope of this work and will be dis-

cussed in future work.

Gradient computation near the brain edges is described as a

limitation to R�
2 correction. Existing solutions based on field

map extrapolation beyond air/tissue interfaces11 or computing

the gradient for the left-sided neighbor2 have been demonstrated

to improve the field characterization, but may still lead to inaccu-

rate field estimates and are computationally expensive. Introduc-

ing this fast through-plane gradient computationmethod removes

the gradient overestimation; however, while correcting the R�
2

maps without a large increase in computation time.

The approximations used to build the algorithm, such as

the ideal slice profile and the linear field variation across the

image voxel, are valid in isotropic high-resolution imaging.

Extra field behavior measurements showed no benefit from

increasing polynomial fit order or voxel neighbor size while

using high-resolution images. In the case of low-resolution

images, the linear intravoxel gradient approximation changes

and may be replaced by a quadratic or higher field characteri-

zation,3,20 although the nonlinear phase behavior remains

valid and the phase dispersion can be computed using the

proposed approach. The combination of MMSC and nonlin-

ear field gradient evolution across the image voxel will be

investigated in the future for low-resolution imaging (slice

thickness > 3 mm).

In this work, all data were acquired using a bipolar, multi-

gradient echo sequence. This technique enables us to easily

perceive and characterize pathologies, such as iron overload

disorders. At the same time, however, it causes phase errors

that may result from eddy currents, as well as gradient delays

that can vary for different gradient lobes. If the image voxel

contains a mixture of tissues, a phase cancelation effect may

occur, disturbing the inter-echo phase consistency and leading

to white or black rim appearance in regions near the brain

edges. Nonetheless, if the magnitude of signal modulation is

known, it can be removed by postprocessing during quantita-

tive R�
2 computation form the corrected magnitude data. We

have previously demonstrated that the ringing artifact may be

successfully removed from both magnitude and R�
2 images

using odd even modulation correction, described in Ref. [40],

without any spatial resolution loss, which is the case when

spatial smoothing filters are applied (e.g., median or Hanning

filters).2

The computation of the MMSC in Matlab took less than

2 min on a standard PC, and programming in C/C++

would allow further reduction of computation time. The

MMSC postprocessing correction procedure can therefore

be implemented to correct macroscopic field distortion in

real time.

The correction of macroscopic field inhomogeneities can

be used in different applications. As a next step, we will

investigate the effect of field inhomogeneities correction on

the detection of iron deposits. It is well known that iron depo-

sition (hemosiderin) can lead to field distortion around a

lesion (Blooming artifact). Consequently, the bleeding area

appears larger.42 To this end, we aim to compare the size of

iron deposit lesions from R�
2 maps with and without the use

of LSC and MMSC, to MP2RAGE images, which are less

sensitive to the B0macro field.
43

Another potential application of R�
2 correction would be

further investigation of the detection of microbleeds, and vali-

dation of the cut-off point assumption to distinguish between

macro- and microbleeds in patients with intracerebral hemor-

rhaging.

The SWI technique, produced by multiplying the R�
2-

weighted gradient echo magnitude and filtered phase images,

has enormous potential for assessing brain iron content.4,6 If

extended from a single echo to multiple echoes, both R�
2 and

SWI maps may be acquired in a single scan4. Unlike iterative

algorithms, our approach computes R�
2 parameters after cor-

recting magnitude images. Thus, it can be used to enhance

SWI by recovering the signal caused by macroscopic field

inhomogeneities near the sinus cavity and at brain edges.

6. CONCLUSION

A large number of studies have focused on solving the

problem of R�
2 correction due to macroscopic field inhomo-

geneities. The complexity of the problem, however, has left

an open field requiring further research and development

efforts. In this work, we proposed a new approach to correct

the quantitative R�
2, which we consider to be a significant

advancement in the field. To date, earlier studies devoted to

solving the problem have considered only field gradient

shape and strength across voxels as the main phenomena

behind signal loss, neglecting the temporal phase shift behav-

ior by assuming a linear temporal phase evolution, regardless

of the gradient amplitude. In the presence of large field gradi-

ents, however, such as near the edge of the brain, this

assumption is no longer valid and the phase evolution appears

random. Field gradient inhomogeneities affect images in two

distinct ways: spatial pixel intensity shift and fast temporal

signal loss. The first artifact is characterized by the strength

of the intrinsic gradient across voxels. Hence, temporal signal

loss is correlated with temporal phase shift evolution. Only

accurate conjunction of the two facts allows a precise correc-

tion. We therefore reconsidered the basic theory and devel-

oped an analytical mixed model for phase dispersion

estimation over echo time, which takes into account both lin-

ear and stochastic temporal phase behaviors. The proposed

technique shows promise for improving R�
2 measurements

regardless of the severity of gradient inhomogeneities. Clini-

cal and research applications require further investigation.
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